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Compressive imaging using coded apertures (CA) is a
powerful technique that can be used to recover depth, light
fields, hyperspectral images and other quantities from a sin-
gle snapshot. The performance of compressive imaging sys-
tems based on CAs mostly depends on two factors: the prop-
erties of the mask’s attenuation pattern, that we refer to as
“codification” and the computational techniques used to re-
cover the quantity of interest from the coded snapshot. In
this work, we introduce the idea of using time-varying CAs
synchronized with spatially varying pixel shutters. We di-
vide the exposure of a sensor into sub-exposures at the be-
ginning of which the CA mask changes and at which the sen-
sor’s pixels are simultaneously and individually switched
“on” or “off”. This is a practically appealing codification
as it does not introduce additional optical components other
than the already present CA but uses a change in the pixel
shutter that can be easily realized electronically. We show
that our proposed time multiplexed coded aperture (TMCA)
can be optimized end-to-end and induces better coded snap-
shots enabling superior reconstructions in two different ap-
plications: compressive light field imaging and hyperspec-
tral imaging. We demonstrate both in simulation and on real
captures (taken with prototypes we built) that this codifica-
tion outperforms the state-of-the-art compressive imaging
systems by more than 4dB in those applications.
1. Introduction
Computational imaging techniques combining the co-
design of hardware and algorithms have successfully en-
abled the development of novel cameras for several appli-
cations such as spectral imaging [2], depth imaging [11],
light field imaging [35], or computed tomography [25].
Among those, in particular compressive imaging [13] ap-


























Figure 1. An illustration of the proposed Time Multiplexed Coded
Aperture (TMCA) codification in the proposed end-to-end differ-
entiable pipeline. We also show coded snapshot and reconstruction
examples for our compressive light field and hyperspectral imag-
ing applications.
proaches that aim at multiplexing visual information in a
single snapshot have been popularized to reconstruct high
dynamic range images, videos, spectral or depth informa-
tion [36, 57, 12]. They use optical and electronic cod-
ing strategies to encode light and use physics-based for-
ward models along with optimization techniques to recon-
struct the aforementioned visual quantities. Besides their
ability to recover visual information not easily accessible
with traditional cameras, another advantage of compressive























for instance capturing a single coded snapshot to recover a
whole light-field. This yields typically ill-posed reconstruc-
tion problems that can nevertheless be solved by leveraging
knowledge about the signal’s sparsity and using other pri-
ors about the visual quantity to reconstruct. For optimal re-
construction, compressive sensing theory usually assumes
dense uncorrelated measurement matrices. However, this is
rarely the case, as those measurement matrices are induced
by design constraints and the physical realization of the op-
tical and electronic codifications. As a result, those matri-
ces are almost always sparse and highly structured, thus im-
peding the performance of compressive imaging systems.
Hence, the main lever to improve those systems is to im-
prove their codification.
In particular, many compressive imaging systems em-
ploy coded aperture (CA) masks as codification elements
[44, 29, 51, 45, 35, 3, 5]. CAs are physical components
inserted in the optical system to spatially modulate light in-
tensity. As an example, the coded aperture snapshot spec-
tral imaging system (CASSI) presented in [52, 2] employs a
dispersive element behind a CA used to select the spatial lo-
cations that get spectrally dispersed. Those CAs can be fab-
ricated using inexpensive technologies (such as chrome-on-
quartz) for simple binary codes. However creating multi-
valued color codes, yielding much better reconstructions,
requires expensive microlithography and coating technolo-
gies [3]. Yet another example illustrating the use of CA
masks in compressive imaging is in the reconstruction of
light fields, for instance by using a CA inserted between the
sensor and the objective lens [35]. In this system, correla-
tions in the measurement matrix are created by the similar-
ity between the angular views and typically limit the quality
of the light-field reconstructions. These two examples illus-
trate the need for CA systems that yield better codifications
and that are still easy and inexpensive to implement.
This work addresses this challenge by proposing a new
codification we call Time-Multiplexed Coded Aperture
(TMCA). It induces a better conditioning of those measure-
ment matrices and can be realized using existing compo-
nents that are widely used in compressive imaging systems.
The proposed TMCA consists of using a conventional am-
plitude CA along with a coded exposure. Coded exposures
are temporal modulations of the pixel of a sensor. In a coded
exposure, a shutter function turns individual pixels “on” or
“off” during the exposure, thus modulating light integration.
Pixel-wise shutters can be realized electronically modifying
the pixel architecture [34, 53, 32, 50] or using spatial light
modulators (SLMs) [20]. More specifically, we generate
a TMCA by synchronizing a CA that changes its pattern in
time –dubbed as a time-varying CA– and a spatially varying
shutter-function realizing a coded exposure. We show that
this combination produces a new family of CAs with better
codification capabilities that we demonstrate in two specific
compressive imaging applications: hyperspectral imaging
and light field imaging.
Furthermore, we propose to learn the TMCA codifica-
tion, inspired by works in deep optics [34, 11, 36, 56, 40].
We perform the joint optimization of the TMCA codes
along with a neural network (NN) used to recover the light
fields or hyperspectral images. Our end-to-end differen-
tiable approach can be interpreted as an encoder-decoder
framework in which the encoder performs the optical-
electronic codification and a digital decoder (the NN) is
used for reconstruction. The CA and shutter functions are
optimized for each application in simulation, considering
the specific constraints of the spatial light modulators realiz-
ing the CA and of the sensor realizing the coded-exposures.
After training, the optimized TMCA codes can be deployed
to physical devices that can be used to capture real-world
scenes.
We summarize the contributions of our work as follows:
• We introduce a new codification for compressive imaging
systems called time-multiplexed coded aperture (TMCA).
• We develop new forward models based on the use of
TMCAs for two applications: hyperspectral imaging and
compressive light field imaging. In the first case, we show
TMCA emulates an expensive color filter array, while in
the second, the TMCA is an angular sensitive CA result-
ing in less correlations in the coding of angular views.
• We learn, in simulation, differentiable optical electronic
encoders realizing the TMCAs as well as a NN decoders
solving the reconstruction problems. We demonstrate that
the learned codes compare favorably against baselines
that use traditional CA as well as against our own TMCA
baselines using non-optimized codes.
• We build two prototypes: a compressive light field imag-
ing system and a hyperspectral imager. We translate the
learned TMCA codes to hardware and conduct real exper-
iments showing the better results of TMCA in simulation
transposes to real-world systems.
2. Related work
Coded aperture systems employ carefully designed
mask patterns to encode incident light. They can be
thought of as arrays of pinholes that were developed to
improve upon the light efficiency of single pinhole cam-
eras. CA-based systems are widely employed in astronomy
or biomedical applications in which lenses cannot easily
be fabricated because of the wavelengths at play [14, 15].
Coded snapshots captured through CAs can be decoded us-
ing computational techniques to provide sharp, clean im-
ages. Recent works have considered CA methods for devel-
oping novel image acquisition techniques for depth imag-
ing [29], motion deblurring [44], lensless imaging [58, 5],
high-dynamic range [39], video imaging [33]. Furthermore,
compressive sensing methods have also been used jointly
with CAs: examples include spectral imaging [52, 3], dual-
photography [46], light field imaging [35], or image super-
resolution [37]. The quality of the reconstruction in all these
applications mainly depends on the codification created by
the CA. Hence, our work could readily be adapted for any of
those applications and we believe, would directly improve
them. Here we choose to focus on hyperspectral imaging
and light field imaging.
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) aims at capturing images
with a large number of spectral channels (more than the
three typical red, green, blue bands) [27]. There are three
main approaches for HSI: computed tomography imag-
ing, spectral scanning, and snapshot compressive imaging.
Based on a dispersive optical element, such as a prism or
a diffraction grating, scanning-based approaches can cap-
ture each wavelength of light in isolation through a slit: so-
called whiskbroom or pushbroom scanners [8, 43]. While
scanning methods yield high spatial and spectral resolution,
they are typically slower than other methods. Computed
tomography imaging spectrometry [17, 23, 41] was intro-
duced to mitigate this limitation. It employs a diffraction
grating that difracts incident collimated light into patterns
in different directions, even though such systems can be
real-time, this is at the expense of spatial resolution. Finally
coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) methods
[51, 12, 7] were also introduced for faster captures. Similar
to other compressive imaging techniques, those are limited
by the codification properties as well the reconstruction al-
gorithms they use. Our work addresses those limitations
introducing a new coding strategy and learning the codes in
an end-to-end fashion.
Light field imaging aims at capturing the amount of light
passing through every direction in any point in space, prac-
tically representing a scene through different “angular per-
spectives”. Early light-field (LF) camera prototypes either
used a film sensor using pinholes or microlens arrays [22].
More recently, camera arrays [54, 55, 30, 31] improved the
quality of LF captures. However, these approaches may
require multiple cameras and snapshots and are often im-
practical or expensive to build. Using compressive sensing,
LF architectures have been proposed with the goal of tak-
ing fewer snapshots [4, 6, 35]. Marwah et al. [35] first
introduced coded light field photography (CLFP), in which
a light field can be recovered from a single coded measure-
ment obtained with a CA inserted between the sensor and
the objective lens. Hirsh et al. [19] proposes another cod-
ing solution using angular sensitive pixels (ASP) that has
been shown to improve the conditioning of the measure-
ment matrix over CA approaches such as [35]. A limitation


















Figure 2. A diagram of the ray optics for our light field imaging
(left) and hyperspectral imaging (right) systems using TMCAs.
given angular and frequency responses. Our work allows
the generation of analogous codifications using a CA, im-
proving the reconstruction but using more flexible codifica-
tions (they can be changed) and hardware.
End-to-end optimization and the co-design of optics and
algorithms is at the core of computational photography.
Automatic differentiation programming tools [42, 1], en-
able the implementation of fully differentiable pipelines and
have fueled this concept with a number of applications such
as color imaging and demosaicing [9], extended depth of
field imaging [49], depth imaging [11, 18, 56], image clas-
sification [10, 38], HDR imaging [36], microscopy [40, 26].
Our work builds on end-to-end optimization techniques, in
the line of [34], it does not only optimize the optical en-
coding but a part of the sensor itself: the coded exposures,
together with the NN used for reconstruction.
3. Time-multiplexed coded apertures
The principle of the proposed TMCA consists of syn-
chronizing a time-varying CA with a shutter function real-
izing a coded exposure. This idea can be used to realize
different systems depending on the specificities of the opti-
cal setup it is coupled with, i.e the optical elements in be-
tween the CA and the sensor as shown in Figure 1. First,
we present the general forward model and codification in-
duced by a TMCA. We then describe how this model can
be used for two specific applications using different optical
setups: in light field and hyperspectral imaging, derive the
codification for those two systems and demonstrate how the
proposed TMCA improves the traditional CAs they use.
3.1. Generalities
We consider the irradiance I , invariant in time, the quan-
tity we reconstruct with our compressive imaging systems.
Our proposed TMCA consists of two coding stages.
The first stage optically encodes I into a field g incident
to the sensor, using a time-varying CA T (t). We model g(t)
as the response of a linear optical system O given input I:
g(t) = O(T (t), I). (1)
As we shall see in section 3.2 and 3.3, the exact form of
O is application dependent but is always a function of the
time-varying coded exposure T (t).
The second stage consists of a coded exposure. The irra-
diance g(t) is captured by the sensor in a single snapshot of
exposure time ∆t. During this exposure, a spatially-varying
shutter function Si,j(t) turns the pixel (i, j) “on” and “off”
multiple times, resulting in the coded exposure ei,j(t) in







In particular, we consider binary shutter functions Si,j
defined onK discrete time slots (sub-exposures of time δt):









i,j ∈ {0, 1}k, (3)
where gki,j and S
k
i,j denote the irradiance incident on the
sensor and shutter function at pixel (i, j) in the k−th time
slot. Those slots allow us to synchronize the coded aper-
tures with the coded exposures (both are indexed by k).
Another way to write this discrete model is using the
matrix-vector notation e =
∑
k S
kgk, where e and g are
the “vectorized” form of the exposure and coded irradi-
ance and S is the measurement matrix representing the
shutter function. The irradiance incident to the sensor is
gk = Okx, where the matrix Ok is the point spread func-
tion of the application-dependent optical system, also in-
cluding the coded aperture, and x represents the irradiance
I in its vector form. Using this notation, the forward model




SkOkx = Mx, (4)
defining the overall measurement matrix of our compres-




given the coded snapshot e amounts to solving an inverse
problem.
In the following sections, we use this same general
model for two different applications. In our first applica-
tion of compressive light field imaging, we aim at recover-
ing light fields and the irradiance I (and thus x) considers
multiple view angles. Our second application targets hyper-
spectral imaging. In that case, I (and x) considers multiple
frequency bands.


















Figure 3. A plot illustrating the codes for our two applications for
three different cases of codification: “CA only”, “Shutter only”
and the synchronization of both yielding the proposed TMCA.
3.2. TMCA for compressive light field imaging
We consider the same optical setup proposed for com-
pressive light field imaging by Marwah et al. [35]. A coded
aperture mask T is placed between the objective lens and
the sensor, at a distance dl from the latter. The incident
field g(x, t) at the sensor is the spatially modulated light










where s = dl/da, with da the distance from the sensor to
the aperture plane, is the shear of the mask pattern with re-
spect to the incident light field l(x, u). Similar to [30], we
adopt a two-plane parameterization for the light field where
x is the 2D spatial dimension on the sensor plane and u
denotes the 2D position on the aperture plane (see Fig. 2).
Now considering the time-varying coded aperture T and the
shutter function S, introduced in Section 3.1, the measure-






S(x, t′) l(x, u)T (x+ s(u− x), t′) dudt′.
(6)
By defining the TMCA T̂ as
T̂ (x, u) =
∫
∆t
S(x, t′)T (x+ s(u− x), t′) dt′, (7)




l(x, u) T̂ (x, u) du. (8)
The model from [35] described in Equation (5) does not
include the coded-exposure. Comparing the latter with our
TMCA model in Equation (7), we note that our model can
be seen as an equivalent coded aperture we denoted T̂ .
Furthermore, using a change of variable, we can show
that the proposed TMCA for compressive light field imag-
ing can be expressed in the coded aperture plane as
T̂ (x′, u) =
∫
∆t
S(x′ + ŝ(u− x′), t′)T (x′, t′) dt′, (9)
using the spatial coordinates x′ in the coded aperture plane
(see Fig.2) and with ŝ = d`/(da − d`).
Interestingly, this shows that using the proposed TMCA,
the equivalent CA’s pixels can be seen as responding differ-
ently to rays coming from different angles. If the shutter
function is removed and the CA remains constant in time,
then the TMCA reduces to [35], where all the pixels re-
spond equally for all angles. If we were now to consider the
shutter function alone, without the CA, the time-modulation
in the sensor plane averages all the views, which brings no
clear coding advantage if the scene is static in time (since
all the views would be the same). In the top row of Figure 3
we plot the codification in the sensor plane.
3.3. TMCA for compressive hyperspectral imaging
We use an optical design similar to the coded aperture
spectral snapshot imager (CASSI) proposed in [52] for hy-
perspectral compressive imaging. In this architecture, spec-
tral dispersion is achieved using a prism between the lens
and the sensor. The quantity we aim at recovering is the
irradiance I(x, y, λ). Note that we are now explicitly con-
sidering a second spatial dimension y (and will assume the
prism disperses in the x dimension) and the spectral dimen-
sion λ. Similarly, we denote the spatial dependency of the
coded aperture T (x, y). The field impinging the sensor is
now also dependent on the optical response of the prism h
as well the spectral response of the sensor κ:
g(x, y) =
∫∫∫
T (x′, y′) I(x′, y′, λ)
h(x− s(λ)− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ, (10)
where s(λ) is the wavelength dependent spatial shift in-
duced by the prism.
Using the shutter function S to create the TMCA, the






T (x′, y′, t′) I(x′, y′, λ)
h(x− s(λ)− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ dt′. (11)
Since h is the propagation through unit magnification imag-
ing optics and a dispersive element with linear dispersion,
the impulse response can be expressed as h(x − s(λ) −

















Figure 4. Eigenvalues distribution sorted in descending order for
the compressive light field (left) and compressive spectral imaging
system (right) for the case of K = 1 (traditional, no coded expo-
sure) compared with the case of K = 8 (more integration slots in
the TMCA).
expression in (11) simplifying and rearranging (see supple-
mental), we can express the coded measurements as
e(x, y) =
∫∫∫
T̂ (x′, y′, λ) I(x′, y′, λ)
δ(x− λ− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ, (12)
that use the TMCA T̂ defined as
T̂ (x′, y′, λ) =
∫
∆t
S(x′ + λ, y′, t′)T (x′, y′, t′) dt′. (13)
In summary, adding the coded exposure to the model of
[52] generates a TMCA with a new coded aperture T̂ .
The dependency of Equation (S6) in λ shows the proposed
TMCA emulates a color coded aperture which would oth-
erwise be expensive to create. Importantly, note this is only
true when both the shutter function and CA are jointly em-
ployed. If the shutter function is a constant, this is exactly
the model in [52]: there is no spectral response of the CA.
On the other hand, if the CA is removed, T̂ exhibits a spec-
tral response that shares the same code for every wavelength
that is simply shifted in the x direction depending on the
wavelength.
A final advantage of the TMCA codification is that even
in the case we would restrict the coded exposure or coded
aperture to binary values, for instance because those would
be simpler to realize physically, the proposed codification
can still produce spatio-spectral patterns with non-binary
values of attenuation. The bottom row of Fig. 3 depicts the
codification of the proposed TMCA.
3.4. Conditioning of the measurement matrices
We empirically analyze the conditioning of the proposed
TMCA codifications. To do so, we consider discretized ver-
sions of Equations (12) and (8) (derived in the supplemen-
tal). Both reduce to the general form presented in Equa-
tion (4), where M is the measurement matrix. The eigen-
value distribution of this matrix informs us about its con-
ditioning and thus our ability to solve the inverse problem,
that is recovering x from e.






Figure 5. Examples of compressive spectral imaging reconstruc-
tions in simulation. The numbers in the lower-right corners are
PSNR in dB comparing the reconstructions to ground truth im-
ages.
Figure 4 shows the two TMCAs for different number of
discrete slots K in the shutter function (Section 3.1). The
cases shown for K = 1 are equivalent to using no shutter
function (a single slot means a single integration). Those are
the measurement matrices induced by the traditional com-
pressive light field in [35] and compressive spectral imaging
in [52]. The plots for both applications show a better con-
ditioning of the measurement matrices for K = 8 (TMCA)
compared with K = 1 (traditional CA). The ratio between
the lowest and highest eigenvalues is lower for K = 8 and
the distribution is more uniform (the eigenvalues decay less
rapidly), indicating TMCA is a better codification.
4. End-to-end optimization: learning codes
and reconstructions jointly
We consider an end-to-end approach in which we op-
timize both the optical electronic encoder realizing the
TMCA with a NN decoder solving the inverse problem
(Figure 1). Using NNs to implement our differentiable de-
coders presents three main advantages: 1) they are differ-
entiable: the error is propagated back to the codes and can
jointly optimize both the encoder and decoder, 2) they em-
bed priors that are task and dataset dependent, 3) they use
a single feed-forward pass which is, in many cases, faster
than traditional iterative methods (such as dictionary based
methods).
Encoders There are two main challenges to address in the
end-to-end optimization of our TMCA. First, since both the
CA and shutter functions are implemented in hardware (see
Section 5), they are subject to the real devices’ and sys-
tems’ constraints. In particular our CAs and shutter func-
tions must be binary valued. A second challenge is that
Methods PSNR(↑) UIQI(↑) SAM(↓) ERGAS(↓) DD(↓)
CASSI (ADMM) 27.40 0.938 22.42 9.56 0.031
CASSI (U-Net) 29.66 0.968 15.99 7.04 0.022
TMCA (random) 31.39 0.978 13.01 5.74 0.019
TMCA (learned) 32.72 0.981 11.92 5.27 0.016
Table 1. Compressive spectral imaging: Comparison of the pro-
posed TMCA with baselines on the ICVL 1 dataset.
CASSI (U-Net) TMCA (learned codes)
Figure 6. Examples of real captures of coded snapshots for hyper-
spectral imaging and their reconstructions.
we discretized the time domain in time slots to easily syn-
chronize them. This essentially means the parameters rep-
resenting those functions need to encode the slot at which
sub-exposure start and stop. Without any further constraint
on the functional form of the CA or coded exposure, the
number of those parameters grows as the number of slots
increases, preventing us from using too many slots.
To optimize the TMCA under those constraints we use
an approach similar to the one presented in [34]. A forward
pass through the encoder implements the exact discrete, bi-
nary valued model but the backward pass used to optimize
its parameters is mismatched and implemented considering
a continuous approximation of the discrete forward model.
As an example, hard thresholds used for quantization in
the forward pass are considered to be sigmoid functions in
the backward pass. This “forward-backward mismatch” ap-
proach enables gradients to flow backward to update the en-
coder’s parameters while keeping an exact forward model
that can be directly translated into hardware.
In the following, we denote our encoders as Mφ, where
φ are the set of parameters that encode the discrete forward
model. In TMCA, those parameters are essentially K ar-
rays of M × N pixels representing the time varying CA
(on K slots), and the K arrays of M ′ × N ′ sensor’s pixel
representing the shutter functions.
Decoders Many types of differentiable decoders have
been considered for end-to-end optimization [49, 56, 40].
For the hyperspectral imaging application we use a vanilla
U-Net preceded by a lifting of the measurement using a
back-projection with the transposed of the measurement
matrix. The measurement e generated by our hyperspectral
CLFP (learned dict.) TMCA (learned codes)Ground truth
Figure 7. Examples of light field reconstructions (central view) in
simulation (shown with zoom-ins) comparing CLFP [35] and our
proposed TMCA with ground truth.
encoder is a single 2D snapshot of size M × (N + L − 1)
while the hyperspectral image x we wish to reconstruct is
a cube of size M × N × L. U-Nets operate by translating
one domain to another of same dimension. Therefore, we
first lift the measurements e in the spectral domain using
the transpose operator MT creating e′ = MTe, which is
then fed to the U-Net decoder to reconstruct the hyperspec-
tral image x̃. For the compressive light field application we
used the unrolled optimization network proposed by [16].
We denote the function produced by those NNs Dψ where
ψ are their learnable parameters.
At training time, a ground-truth measurement xGT is
sampled from a dataset of N hyperspectral images or light
fields. It is then encoded via the forward model as e =
MϕxGT. The decoder proposes a reconstruction x̃ =
Dψ(e). To learn the parameters {ϕ,ψ} of our encoder-
decoder architecture we optimize the loss function L to
minimize the discrepancy between the reconstructed signals










where ◦ stands for the composition of functions. In practice,
we choose L to be a L2 or L1 norm, but this could also be
chosen to be a high-level perceptual loss function such as a
VGG loss [48] or analogous.
At inference in simulation, the pipeline is run with xGT
sampled from a test set. For real captures, the learnt param-
eters of the encoder are directly translated from simulation
to hardware. This is possible because the encoders are, by
construction, designed to emulate physically realizable CAs
and shutter functions.
Methods PSNR(↑) SSIM(↑)
CLFP[35] (learned dict.) 30.06 0.82
CLFP[35] (deep net.[16]) 32.43 0.91
TMCA (random codes) 34.03 0.93
TMCA (opt. codes) 34.89 0.94
Table 2. Compressive light field imaging: comparison of the pro-
posed TMCA against baselines using the aggregated Lytro dataset.
5. Results
We show results of the proposed TMCA for the two ap-
plications we consider in this work: compressive light field
and hyperspectral imaging. We demonstrate both results in
simulations and on real captures taken with two prototype
systems we built. All our models are implemented in Py-
torch [42] and trained on Titan X GPU using the ADAM
optimizer [28], complete training details and photographs
of our setups are presented in the supplemental.
5.1. Coded hyperspectral Imaging
Simulations We learn the end-to-end model for hyper-
spectral imaging using the ICVL dataset. It consists of
200 spectral images. We randomly select 160 hyperspectral
images for training, 20 for validation, and 20 for testing,
cropped at a size of 256× 256 with L = 12 spectral bands.
We set the number of time slots in the TMCA encoder to
K = 8. The U-Net is trained for 500 epochs.
We compare the proposed TMCA codification against
three different baselines: a) the traditional CASSI codifi-
cation using random binary patterns and reconstructed us-
ing the alternative direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
b) the CASSI codification using a trained U-Net as a de-
coder c) the proposed TMCA codification and reconstruc-
tion pipeline using random (non-optimized) codes and d)
our full TMCA codification with learnt codes. The quan-
titative results performed on our random test fold of ICVL
are presented in Table 1, they show that on all the metrics
we evaluated on (PSNR, UIQI, SAM, ERGAS, and DD, see
supplemental for details) our full TMCA pipeline performs
better than all the other baselines. We show qualitative re-
sults of a few reconstructed hyperspectral images in Fig-
ure S4. Those illustrate how the proposed TMCA appears
closer to the ground truth both in terms of spatial accuracy
(they are less blurry) as well as spectral accuracy (colors
match better).
Real captures We built a prototype of our system to eval-
uate the proposed TMCA approach for real-world scenes.
The system consists of an achromatic objective lens with
50mm focal length (Thorlabs AC254-050-A-ML), a digital
micromirror device (DMD DLi4120), an F/8 relay lens, a
custom double Amici prism with center wavelength 550nm
captured through a monochrome CCD sensor Stingray F-
080B with 4.65µm pixel size. The same prototype was used
to capture measurements for the traditional CASSI codifi-
cation and the proposed TMCA. The spectral images are
reconstructed using the U-Nets trained in simulation, but
using the real measurements. Results showing the capture
of a book cover are shown in Figure 6 demonstrating that
TMCA imaging can be implemented in a real-world hyper-
spectral imaging prototype that still presents a higher visual
quality than the traditional CASSI.
5.2. Compressive Light Field Imaging
Simulations We learn our end-to-end TMCA for com-
pressive light field imaging on a dataset aggregating real-
world and synthetic light fields (LF). We use 100 real cap-
tured LF of size 7 × 7 × 376 × 541 from the Kalantari
et al. Lytro dataset [24], 22 synthetic LF images of size
5 × 5 × 512 × 512 from [47], and 33 synthetic LF images
of size 5 × 5 × 512 × 512 from [21]. We randomly split
this aggregated dataset in 110 LF images for training, 20
for validation, and 25 for testing.
In our experiment, we reconstruct 5 × 5 angular views
from a single snapshot with a resolution of 480×270 pixels.
We use randomly cropped patches of those images of spa-
tial size 11× 11 and consider 5× 5 angular views for train-
ing: randomly cropping the 4D LF into patches increases
the number of samples at training while reducing the mem-
ory requirements to process an entire light field. The de-
coder is the deep spatial-angular convolutional sub-network
proposed in [16], it is trained for 500 epochs. After training,
we reconstruct overlapping 4D patches that are then merged
with a median filter.
We compare the proposed TMCA codification against
three different baselines similar to the compressive imaging
application: a) a reconstruction using the traditional dictio-
nary learning and reconstruction approach of [35], b) the
same codification but using the deep network decoder from
[16] c) our TMCA with random (non-optimized codes) us-
ing the deepnet decoder of [16] d) our full TMCA codifica-
tion pipeline with learnt codes. The results are compiled in
Table 2, showing that on the two metrics we evaluated on
(PSNR and SSIM) the TMCA is superior to the other base-
lines. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 7 where two
recovered LFs of the testing set (Kalantari Lytro LFs) are
reconstructed and compared with the ground truth.
Real captures We assess the proposed TMCA approach
in a real experiment. We use a liquid crystal on sili-
con (LCoS) display (HOLOEYE PLUTO-2.1 LCoS SLM)
where each pixel can independently change the polarization
state of the incoming light field, in conjunction with a po-
larizing beam splitter and relay optics. As a single pixel on
the LCoS cannot be well resolved with our setup, we treat
CLFP TMCA (learned codes)
Figure 8. Examples of real captures of coded snapshots for light
field comparing CLFP [35] and of our proposed TMCA and their
reconstructions.
blocks of 4 × 4 LCoS pixels as macro pixels, resulting in
a CA of 480 × 270. We reimage the LCoS with an SLR
camera lens (Canon EF-S 18− 55 f/4− 5.6 IS STM) which
is not focused on the LCoS but in front of it, thereby op-
tically placing the (virtual) image sensor behind the LCoS
plane. A Canon EF 80 mm, f/5.6 II lens is used as the imag-
ing lens and focused at a distance of 60cm. We follow the
same procedure as in [35] to adjust the distance between the
mask (LCoS plane) and the virtual image sensor for captur-
ing light fields with 5× 5 angular resolution.
The real captured measurements are reconstructed us-
ing the same deep networks as in simulation. The mea-
surements and reconstructions are shown in Figure 8 which
shows that the TMCA enables reconstructions featuring bet-
ter spatial resolution in the angular views.
6. Discussion
We introduced a new coding strategy dubbed Time Mul-
tiplexed Coded Aperture (TMCA) and demonstrated it im-
proves CA codifications in two applications: compressive
hyperspectral imaging and light field imaging. TMCA im-
proves upon traditional CA without introducing additional
optical elements. It adds a coded shutter synchronized
with the CA. The coded shutter can be simply realized
electronically, using dedicated sensors or burst of multiple
snapshots averaged together. We optimized TMCA codes
in an end-to-end optimization approach and demonstrated
in both synthetic and real experiments that the proposed
TMCA yields largely superior reconstruction quality com-
pared with traditional CA approaches. While a limitation
of CA systems are their low light efficiency, which could
be detrimental in low-light scenarios or high-speed imag-
ing, we believe our system could be further engineered to
be real-time (our captures for K = 8 take 8 × 20ms and
reconstructions take about a second), thus enabling high-
quality videos in those applications. We believe the pro-
posed TMCA would naturally extend to many other appli-
cations that make use of CAs and improve their reconstruc-
tion quality.
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1. Derivation of the discrete forward models
In this section, we expose the discrete forward models
from the continuous models shown in Equation (8) and (11)
of the main paper.
1.1. Compressive Light Field Imaging
We recall the continuous forward model for compressive






S(x, t′) l(x, u)T (x+ s(u− x), t′) dudt′.
Considering K discrete time slots, the discretized form of
the coded exposure for a given pixel m in the sensor array,









where m, ` and K are the indexes for the discretized spa-
tial, angular and time dimensions, and M,U and K are the
corresponding number of samples along these dimensions.
Note the coded aperture is defined as shifted by a given
number of pixels depending on the sub aperture image `.






















Figure S1. Learned TMCA for compressive spectral imaging.
Learned CA and shutter function for the three first time slots
k = 0, 1, 2. The resultant learned TMCA in CSI is equivalent
to a colored coded aperture shown in the last column of the figure.
1.2. Compressive spectral imaging
The continuous forward model for the coded exposure of
our compressive spectral imaging system is given in Equa-






T (x′, y′, λ, t′) I(x′, y′, λ)
h(x− S(λ)− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ dt′.
For a given pixel (m,n) (remember we now index the
spatial location in 2D since one of the spatial dimension
is “special” and corresponds to the dimension in which
the prism disperses light), and considering K discrete time














where i, j are indices along the discretized spatial dimen-
sions of M,N samples each, `, k denote the indices for the
discretized wavelength and time dimensions, and L,K are
the corresponding number of samples along those.
The point spread function (PSF) h corresponds to a prop-
agation model through a unit magnification imaging optics.
Further assuming the prism features linear dispersion, the
PSF can be expressed as the shifted dirac δm−i,n−j,`. Sub-
stituting this expression in Equation (S4), and simplifying,






























T̂i,j,` fi,j,` δm−i,n−j,` (S7)
2. Deriving Equation (12) from Equation (11)






T (x′, y′, t′) I(x′, y′, λ)
h(x− S(λ)− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ dt′.
Since h is the propagation through unit magnification imag-
ing optics and a dispersive element with linear dispersion,
the impulse response can be expressed as h(x − S(λ) −
x′, y− y′) = δ(x−λ−x′, y− y′), and the coded exposure





S(x, y, t′)T (x− λ, y, t′)
I(x− λ, y, λ)κ(λ) dλ dt′. (S8)
Using the properties of dirac distributions, we express the
terms inside the integral as the following convolution
S(x, y, t′)T (x−λ, y, t′)I(x−λ, y, λ) =
∫∫
S(x′+λ, y′, t′)
T (x′, y′, t′) I(x′, y′, λ) δ(x− λ− x′, y − y′) dx′ dy′.
(S9)
Substituting this expression in Equation (11) , we obtain the








Figure S2. Learned TMCA for compressive light field imaging.
Learned CA and shutter function for the first three time slots
k = 0, 1, 2. We use a 2D array of sub-images for visualization
of the TMCA where each sub-image represents the response of
the equivalent coded aperture to all rays arriving at one point on
the coded aperture from all points on the aperture plane. Thus,







S(x′ + λ, y′, t′)T (x′, y′, t′) I(x′, y′, λ)
δ(x− λ− x′, y − y′)κ(λ) dx′ dy′ dλ dt′.
(S10)
3. Metrics used for spectral imaging
Here we give the formal definitions and some intuition
about the metrics we used to evaluate the quality of our
compressive spectral imaging system.
• RMSE: The root mean square error (RMSE) is a pixel-
wise dissimilarity measure between a ground-truth
spectral image x and the reconstructed image x̂ of
N ×M pixels and L spectral bands defined as
RMSE(x, x̂) =
1
M ·N · L
||x− x̂||2. (S11)
• UIQI: The universal image quality index (UIQI) was
proposed in [?] for evaluating the similarity between
two single gray scale images. This metric measure
the correlation, contrast and luminance distortion of
a reconstructed image with respect to the reference
image. The UIQI between two single-band images












where (µa, µâ, σ2a, σ
2
â) are the sample means and vari-
ances of a and â, and σaâ2 is the sample covariance of
(a, â). The range of UIQI is [−1, 1] and UIQI(a, â) =
Figure S3. A diagram representing the advantages of the proposed TMCA codification against traditional CA codifications for the two
applications we study: compressive light field imaging and compressive hyperspectral imaging.
1 when a = â. Thus, the higher the UIQI, the bet-
ter spectral reconstruction. Since we work with multi-
band images, the overall UIQI metric reported on Ta-
ble I in the main paper corresponds to the average of
the UIQIs over all spectral bands.
• SAM: The spectral angle mapper (SAM) was proposed
to evaluate the quality of the recovered spectral images
by measuring the similarity between reference and es-
timated spectral signatures [?]. The SAM of two spec-
tral vectors x and x̂ is defined as






The SAM metric reported in Table I is obtained by av-
eraging the SAMs computed from allM ·N image pix-
els. Since the SAM is an angular quantity, the value
of SAM is expressed in degrees and thus belongs to
(−90, 90]. The smaller the absolute value of SAM, the
more higher the spectral similarity is between the re-
covered image and the ground truth.
• ERGAS: The relative dimensionless global error in
synthesis (ERGAS) has been proposed to compute the
amount of spectral distortion in super resolved spectral
images [?]. Here, we employ this quantity to evaluate











where µi is the mean of the i-th band (xi) of the spec-
tral image, and L is the number of spectral bands. The
smaller ERGAS, the smaller the spectral distortion.
• DD: The final metric reported in Table I is the degree




N ·M · L
‖x− x̂‖1. (S15)
The smaller DD, the better the recovered spectral im-
age.
4. Simulation details
In this section we present additional qualitative results of
the simulations in compressive hyperspectral imaging and
compressive light field imaging.
4.1. Coded Hyperspectral Imaging
Training details: We learn the end-to-end model for
hyperspectral imaging using 160 spectral images from the
ICVL dataset [?]. We used cropped images at a size of
256 × 256 with L = 12 spectral bands. The L spectral
bands corresponds to the following wavelengths in nm:
[480, 500, 510, 530, 550, 560, 570, 590, 600, 620, 640, 650].
We set the number of time slots in the TMCA encoder to
K = 8. The U-Net is trained for 500 epochs using ADAM
optimizer. We applied a learning rate decay of factor 0.5
every 150 epoch with an initial rate of 0.0001. We display
the coded apertures and shutter function learned in our
pipeline in Figure S1.
Rational behind our baselines, we compare the pro-
posed TMCA codification against three different baselines:
a) the traditional CASSI codification using random binary
patterns and reconstructed using the alternative direction


















































Figure S4. Additional results for compressive spectral imaging on the ICVL 1 test fold comparing our TMCA (fourth row) against the
CASSI and using a conventional optimization technique (ADMM) as a decoder (second row) and a U-Net decoder (third row).
using a trained U-Net as a decoder c) the proposed TMCA
codification and reconstruction pipeline using random (non-
optimized) codes and d) our full TMCA codification with
learned codes.
Baseline a) shows the performance of a system that does
not use our codification, and uses a conventional optimiza-
tion technique as a decoder. The baseline b) still uses the
traditional codification but now uses a modern NN decoder,
thus allowing us to state that the results we observe with
baseline c) that uses our TMCA codification cannot only
be attributed to the fact we use a NN decoder, but indeed
that the TMCA codification is better. Finally, d) shows that
optimizing the TMCA codification itself is also beneficial.
Additional qualitative results We show qualitative re-
sults for a few more reconstructed hyperspectral images in
Figure S4.
Mapping spectral bands to RGB Our hyperspectral im-
ages are mapped to an RGB composite image by select-
ing three spectral channels corresponding to wavelengths
of 650,550 and 480 nm.
Spectral signatures We show qualitative and quantitative
comparisons of the full spectral signatures (L = 12) for two
29.79 32.73
Ground truth CASSI (U-Net) TMCA (learned codes)
Figure S5. Spectral signatures for two points in an image randomly
sampled from the ICVL 1 dataset. The L = 12 spectral bands are
shown for a point in the sky and a point in the sand on the re-
constructions performed by our method using TMCA and learned
codes and the conventional CASSI with a U-Net.
different points taken in a randomly sampled image of the
ICVL 1 dataset in Figure S5 and show qualitatively L = 6





Figure S6. A photograph of the optical setup used in our compres-
sive light field imaging experiments. The light path is shown in red
and the various components are labelled (detailed components’ de-
scription is found in the main paper).
4.2. Compressive Light Field Imaging
Training details: We learn our end-to-end model for
compressive light field imaging by using the aggregate
dataset described in the main paper. For, this experiment we
aim to recover light fields with 5× 5 angular views and res-
olution of 480× 270 to match with the spatial resolution of
the experimental setup. We also set the number of time slots
in the TMCA encoder to K = 8. We use randomly cropped
patches of those images of spatial size 11× 11 for training,
the decoder is the deep spatial-angular convolutional sub-
network proposed in [16] which is trained for 500 epochs
using ADAM optimizer. Similar to the spectral applica-
tion, we applied a learning rate decay of factor 0.5 every
150 epochs with an initial rate of 0.0001. We display the
learned coded apertures and shutter function in our pipeline
in Figure S2. We use a 2D array of sub-images for visual-
ization of the TMCA where each sub-image represents the
response of the equivalent coded aperture to all rays arriv-
ing at one point on the coded aperture from all points on the
aperture plane.
Additional qualitative results We show qualitative re-
sults for the central view of four additional reconstructed






Figure S7. A photograph of the optical setup implementing our hy-
perspectral compressive imaging system. The light path is shown
in red and the various components are labelled (a detailed compo-
nents’ description is found in the main paper.)
gular views of yet another light field from the Lytro dataset
in Figure S10.
Rational behind our baselines The rational behind our
baselines for compressive light field imaging is the same as
for hyperspectral imaging with baselines a) using the tra-
ditional codification and an ADMM decoder, b) swaping
the ADMM for a U-Net showing the U-Net alone does not
explain the better results obtained using c) our TMCA cod-
ification or d) optimizing the codification with it.
5. Optical setups
Compressive light field imaging The setup consists of
an objective lens projecting the image on a LCoS imaged
with a DSLR (equipped with its objective lens) through a
beamsplitter. The component details are given in the main
paper. A photography of the setup used in our experiments
in shown in Figure S6.
Compressive hyperspectral imaging The setup consists
of an objective lens projecting the image on a DMD im-
aged with a monochromatic CCD through a relay lens and
prism dispersing light. The component details are given in
the main paper. A photography of the setup used in our





























































Figure S8. Results of our compressive spectral imaging reconstruction on two synthetic images of the ICVL 1 Dataset showing 6 different









































28.67 32.78 28.06 30.58
33.81 34.85 29.44 29.02
35.37 36.61 29.74 31.43
Figure S9. Additional light field results comparing our codification with TMCA using the deep network [16] as a decoder against (fourth
row) the CLFP baselines with a sparse dictionnary coding method as a decoder (second row) and the same codification also using the deep
network architecture from [16] (third row). Numbers in the top right corner indicate PSNR compared to the ground truth (first row).
Figure S10. The 5 × 5 angular views reconstructed from a randomly sampled light field of the Lytro dataset comparing our method with
the CLFP baseline.
